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Immune system overview

• Complex network of specialised cells and tissues
• They interact through cell to cell signalling molecules, 

membrane receptors and intracellular signalling 
mechanisms

• Most important surveillance system in every tissue of 
the body, protecting it from ‘outside’ invaders and 
‘inside’ damage that may have potential to produce 
harm



Immune system overview

• Classically, innate and adaptive immune system 
• Innate immune system is the first line of defence. It is non-

specific and involves mechanical barriers to pathogens (skin 
mucous membrane), chemical barriers (stomach acid), 
secretory barriers (enzymes), immunoglobulin's and the 
inflammatory processes. These include neutrophils, basophils, 
eosinophils, macrophages, dendritic cells, mass cells and 
neutral killer cells.

• These barriers and cells prevent pathogens from getting  a 
foothold in sensitive tissues, limiting the necessity of an 
adaptive immune system



Immune system overview

• The adaptive immune system is more sophisticated and 
adapts to invading organisms over time

• The primary cells involved are the T and B lymphocytes, which 
recognise the invading organisms with a high degree of 
specificity using T cell receptors, immunoglobulins and protein 
antibodies

• The adaptive immune cells also have a ‘memory’, which 
allows a second invasion of the same antigen to stimulate a 
quicker, more potent response



Immune system overview

• The interaction between innate and adaptive immune 
responses comes to the process of antigen presentation

• The antigen presenting particles (virus, bacteria, fungi, food 
peptides etc) are taken up by certain APC’s generally 
macrophages or dendritic cells and the antigenic portions 
displayed as MHC complexes, also known as HLA antigens. 
This results in appropriate cytokines being triggered by the 
differentiated T cells

• This naive T cell then differentiates into either the Th1, Th2, 
Th17 or the ThReg subsets, which then creatives an 
appropriate immune response



Immune system overview
• In general, Th1 cells secrete IFN-gamma and TNF-alpha, 

stimulating inflammatory pathways which are typically 
beneficial against viral and bacterially infected cells and cancer

• The Th2 cells secrete cytokines that upregulate antibody 
production (b-cells/humoral immunity), including the IgE
allergic response

• The newly understood Th17 cells are involved in stimulating the 
inflammatory response by activating neutrophils and are key to 
autoimmunity

• The ThReg cells are key regulators of immune tolerance and 
help recognise potential antigens without eliciting an immune 
response





































































































































Other useful supplements

• Brassica family
• Curcumin
• Green tea
• NAC
• Glutathione
• Probiotics
• Vitamins A & D



Key Take Home Points

• Toxic avoidance 
• Have a detoxifying diet
• Maintain gut integrity 

and motility
• Address heavy metals
• Optimise 

biotransformation of 
xenobiotics and 
hormones




